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The Itaipú Binational and the Indigenous People

Ava Guarani Paranaenses

Left: the dam and Itaipu Hydroelectric Power Plant at present; right: the beautiful waterfalls that were
destroyed in October 1982 by the flooding of the dam.

Itaipu on the Parana River is the largest
dam in the world. On April 26, 1971 two
governments led by dictators, Paraguay and
Brazil, made a secret accord regarding Itaipu
that changed the course of history for the
Ava Guarani and the Ache peoples. Because
of the agreement, the Parana River lost its
identity and its Guarani caretakers, its “Jary
kuery”, that is, its protectors. According to

the Ava Guarani the environment in which
they lived along the river was luxurious,
extremely beautiful, full of waterfalls that
fall from all the streams and rivulets toward
the Parana. ‘Nande Ruvusu” (our Great
Father) had given them this sacred place for
them to care for, to enjoy, to live from its fish
and the animals of the mountain.

“The Parana River was our LIFE. It gave us fish, every day we had
meat, but it was from the river and from the mountain. On the Parana
coast we had more than enough to eat. While we were working in the
ranch the women already brought the food to cook from the river in just
a few minutes. We never lacked fish. That is the way we lived along the
Parana.”
(Carmelita Benítez and Cristóbal Martínez)
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They shared their traditional
religion, which was still intact,
with the other communities
which they visited every month
for prayer-dancing:

“When we arrived at a
community, we, men, went
hunting and saw the work of
the ‘oporaia’ (religious leader).
Immediately we got a lot of meat.
The women stayed to cook and
made the chichi. We stayed
there praying for a week. They
came from everywhere. There
was no worry about food or anything else.”

“We did not want to die by drowning. When
we left the water was already rising and
the people from Itaipu did not give us any
explanation, otherwise we would have
simply stayed by the lake”. (Crescencio Díaz de

There was an abundance of food, rich in
protein and everything that was needed for
good eating and good living.

Jukyry).

All of this brought on a deep spiritual crisis.
The religious leaders were discredited:
Nande Ruvusu was less powerful than the
white man. The Ava Guarani people were
consternated in the face of the imminent
rise of the river. There was no way to
escape. Sergia Cardozo de Pirai, Pto. Adela,
said that they were treated worse than the
animals. The animals at least were rescued
and put in refugees and large reserves.

For the Ava Guarani, to dam the Parana
River was unthinkable because it was
sacred. It would be a crime against creation.
They were sure of the protection of Nande
Ruvusu. Na Epifania tells us that when she
first heard that they were going to dam the
Parana she said:
“They won’t be able to do it because this
water was put there by God.”

Some resisted until they saw how the waters
rose. Only then they bowed before the
inevitable:

When the Panama River was dammed up
it turned violent and swallowed everything
in its path. But the saddest part was the
enforced eviction of the 38 indigenous
communities, unattended, treated worse
than the animals. They became ill from the
stress of abandoning their natural habitat.
All of the territory of the Ava Paranaenses
was underwater or turned into refuges
and reserves for animals and plants, wellguarded. They were never reimbursed
with new lands in compensation for those
they lost or for the dispossession of their
traditional territory which was legally theirs,
according to the Agreement 107 of the OIT
(International Organization of Labor), a
UN organization,that Paraguay had signed.
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Breaking through
the Fence
After the efforts to recuperate their lands
proved fruitless, the indigenous communities
decided to go into a place near the Biological
Reserve of Limoy, which, as they were
informed, belonged to the State.
As soon as they arrived in their former
habitat, the Ava Paranaenses built a temple of
their traditional religion, put up houses and
a school. A year later they were judicially
evicted because a person presented a property
title in the civil court.
The evening before the eviction and in the
early morning of September 30 they had the
heavy work of moving to a place within the
zone of the reservoir of the dam in a branch
of the Itaimbey River, eight kilometers from
where they had been. For the first time in 40
years the indigenous broke through the fence
and returned to their ancient land.
crops of the indigenous. They also carried
away, like war trophies, the small animals
such as chickens, guinea hens, ducks, chicks
and two motorcycles that the indigenous had
not been able to take with them in their flight.
After tearing down the houses and the school
they set fire to everything.

The Eviction
On the morning of September 30, 2016, a
huge caravan of police cars full of police, a
truck with horses for the mounted police,
two huge tractor trailers (supposedly to carry
the indigenous), a truck and a car from the
Paraguayan Institute for the Indigenous
(INDI) with “gifts”, a truck full of police from
the GEO (Group of Special Operations), and
a group of farmers (to take down the houses
and put them on the trucks) arrived. It all
appeared as if they had to get rid of a very
dangerous group. To the great surprise of
the authorities, there was not a soul in the
place except two Missionary Servants of
the Holy Spirit, Sisters. Ángela Balbuena
and Mariblanca Barón who had stayed to
document the indigenous movement. When
the destruction of the houses began, a huge
tractor arrived immediately and destroyed the

The camp of the indigenous consists of less
than a hectare of the Biological Reserve of
Limoy. This reserve has 14,842 hectares, not
counting the reservoir which belonged to the
indigenous, where they had buried their dead.
Now, the authorities are asking them to vacate
this half hectare where they are. The total
area of the domain of the Itaipú is 234,619
hectares (134,878 of reservoir and 99,741 of
protected areas).
The Parana River no longer belongs to the
people, not even the protective spirits who care
for it. They also remain under the water. But
one day they will rise and will bring justice.
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Reflection
This story reminds us of certain situations in
which many indigenous peoples of this world
are living.

faith, the institutional Church, theology, etc.

Here we are confronted with a question,
which we probably seldom ask ourselves but
which defines our thoughts and our actions.

In as much as the event points out the element
of social injustice, it also leads us to notice that
in the indigenous peoples or original peoples
one finds a strong relationship with the earth,
their sense of community, their sense of time,
their relationship with their ancestors, and
their religiosity.

e Who is the ‘other’?
e How do we see the other?
e What kind of theology is the
basis of my missionary service?

It shows us certain distinct elements that
conform to the identity of the indigenous
peoples: a question that even in the area of
anthropology is not easy to define. And then,
there is their relationship with the Catholic

It is important to be conscious of one’s
theological framework because it can either
lead one to appreciate the different cultures or
to judge them without establishing a dialogue
of life with the Gospel.

Jesus is our model
In the mystery of the incarnation, God
became man. Jesus was not a generic man.
He was born a Jew, formed and molded by
the Jewish culture of the Palestine that was
occupied by the Romans in the first century.
He spoke Aramaic with a despised accent of
the people of the region of Galilee. He did
not eat pork or other food that was prohibited
by the Torah. He believed that the earth was
flat and was the center of the universe with
the sun revolving around it. Jesus was a person
of his time and its circumstances, as we are
told in Philippians 2:6-8.

That Jesus was born in a certain culture tells us
something very important about God. God
makes use of an ‘imperfect’ culture to reveal
himself. S.D. Gordon said one time:
“Jesus is God revealed in a language that
we human beings can understand.”

This language which human beings can
understand is the language of human culture.
“The Word of God, taking flesh in Jesus
Christ, also took on history and culture.”

(Benedict XVI, opening talk at Congress of Aparecida)
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If we take the model of the incarnation
seriously, it has concrete implications
for our missionary service. And it is the
only way that we can influence reality in
order to initiate change.
Catholic Social Teaching (CST) has
not developed any specific document
regarding the Indigenous Peoples, nor
a specific theory about it. This fact is
most probably due to the goal of the
Church of being a universal orientation
for the whole people of God, related
to their reality based on a common
anthropological vision of the dignity of
all persons. In searching for relevant
resources on this topic, one could opt
for the criteria of exclusion, beginning
with the body of documents of the CST
(different social documents of the Popes since
1891 and the documents of Vatican II) or
one could look for wider resources including
those documents related to the pastoral visits
of different Popes to countries that have
indigenous people.

their cultures and thus understand that the
development of a social group supposes a
historical process within a cultural context
and requires the continued response of local
social actors from their own culture …”
(‘Laudato Si’, 144)

“In this sense it is indispensable to pay special
attention to the aboriginal communities with
their cultural traditions. They are not a simple
minority among others, but must become the
main interlocutors, especially when it comes
to advancing large projects that affect their
spaces. For them the land is not an economic
good, but a gift of God and of their ancestors
who rest in it, a sacred space with which they
need to interact to sustain their identity and
values. When they remain in their territories,
they are the ones who best care for them.
Nevertheless, in different parts of the world,
they are pressured to abandon their lands
in order to leave the land free for extractive
and agricultural projects that ignore the
degradation of nature and culture.”

Thus, we can see that the Church has initiated
a road to proximity with the indigenous
peoples, where one sees the challenge of the
enculturation of the Catholic faith in these
communities and the support of the claims of
the aboriginal peoples.
Very recently Pope Francis enlightened us:
“The human environment and the natural
environment are degraded together and we
cannot adequately address the degradation
of the environment if we do not pay attention
to the causes that have to do with human and
social degradation. In fact, the deterioration
of the environment and of society affects in
a special way the weakest of the planet.”

(‘Laudato Si’, 146)

Some biblical texts that can help
us in our reflection:

(‘Laudato Si’, no. 48)

The Church defends private property but
reminds us that there is always a social
obligation. (‘Laudato Si’, n° 93)

Deuteronomy 10:19

“So you must show love to the strangers
because you too were strangers in
Egypt.”

“...It is necessary to incorporate the
perspective of the rights of the peoples and
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Genesis 18:18

be accepted on my altar; for my house shall
be called a house of prayer for all peoples.”

“Abraham shall become a great and
mighty nation, and all the nations of the
earth will be blessed in him.”

1 Kings 21: 1-43 Ahab and Naboth’s vineyard.
Galatians 3:28

Isaiah 56:7

“There is no longer Jew nor Greek, neither
slave nor free, neither male nor female
because you are all one in Jesus Christ.”

“I will bring them to my holy mountain and
make them joyful in my house of prayer;
their burnt offerings and their sacrifices will

Points to Ponder:

1

Who are the indigenous peoples in the
country where I am carrying out my
missionary service? What has the
Church done to come close to them?
Are there Church documents related
to this?
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(Text taken from the “Mass of the Land without
Evil” of Pedro Casaldáliga)

I am Guaraní
It is in the Guaraní song
That all the rest of the continent
That all the Peoples of my People
Now sing their lament.
Brothers who come from outside
Who want to be brothers
Listen to my song
I had a thousand-year culture
As old as the Sun
Like the mountains and the rivers
Of the great Mother Lacta
I planted the Sons and the Words
I planted the corn and the cassava
I sang with the language of the flutes
I danced dressed as the moon
Adorned by birds and feathers
I was a culture that was in harmony with
Mother Nature
I was Peace with myself and with the land.
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How involved are we as communities,
province/region in the plight of the
Indigenous Peoples? Is the CST
helping us/me to understand our/ my
responsibility to stand with them?

In our different pastoral ministries, how
do we broaden the circle in order to
include the ones that society today
casts aside especially the indigenous
peoples?
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Prayer

Remembering the theme of our XIV
General Chapter “With the strength of
the Holy Spirit we share good news
among the peoples,” how do I see
and approach the diverse ‘peoples’ to
share the Good News?
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Taking into account our common
mission, what is our attitude
when the indigenous reclaim their
ancestral territory? How do I get
involved in their concerns?

Are we as a community willing to
organize against mega projects
that destroy or discard the whole
Indigenous Community? How do
we create networks with other likeminded organizations especially our own
VIVAT to strengthen their claim to the local
and national governments?
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Translated from Spanish by
Sr. Margaret Anne Norris, SSpS - USA
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